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GOVERNANCE REPORT
2019 has definitely been a year of growth and change for Pablos and from a committee
perspective it has been really exciting to see what can be achieved within a relatively short
space of time. Since the appointment of Ellyn Rose Smith Whatley to the role of Director in
February this year, there has been a renewed focus on community accessibility and cultural
inclusivity, alongside sustainable funding, with a number of successes and improvements in
each of these areas. I would like to strongly acknowledge just how effectively Ellyn Rose has
managed to listen to both the artists and the staff team here and so create a shared vision of
what can be achieved in a community such as Pablos.
For the Pablos committee, this year has also been one of significant changes. Tracey Peters
and Debbie Jordan unfortunately had to step down from being members due to other commitments, having clearly added value to the work of the committee whilst they were here. A
decision was made at that time to expand the membership and we were very lucky to have
a number of skilled and well-qualified people apply to join us. From these we were able to
welcome the following new members onto the committee: Brendan Sweeney, Brett Coombs,
Gareth Knight and Rachel Beange. They come from a range of backgrounds but each share a
passion for Pablos and what can be produced here i.e. not just the fantastic art but the sense
of community and the opportunities for growth that can occur. In the short time they have
been members each has already contributed in a significant way with their time, energy,
knowledge and creative ideas. I look forward to seeing how this revitalised committee can
further contribute to Pablos in the coming year.
In recent months the committee has been involved in supporting the staff team in decisionmaking on major issues such as moving premises. We have also been focusing on reviewing
or instituting policies, including improving clarity around the process of delegation. With an
increased committee membership we have also been relying more on informal sub-committees or workgroups to get through this work more effectively.
The committee held a strategic planning meeting in May of this year and we looked to build
on the priorities earlier identified by artists and staff members. As well as the need for an
overall review of our policies, we also highlighted potential changes to the constitution that
could be beneficial and these are to be acted upon in due course. In addition, we identified
the need for the committee to receive further information and data about the functioning of
Pablos that would be helpful in supporting strategic development.
A small but important innovation that has occurred in recent months is that a member of
the committee now attends at least part of the monthly Pablos artists’ studio meeting. In
this way the artists can meet with committee members, ask questions that are pertinent to
them, and also request that particular issues be considered by the committee, with the expectation that feedback may be provided at the following studio meeting. From a committee
member point of view, this provides a direct opportunity to gain a sense of what is important to Pablos artists and to attempt to ensure increased transparency and accountability.
As in previous years, sustainable funding has been a significant focus for us. It has been great
to see how the range and amount of funding that is now coming to Pablos since the recruitment of a funding coordinator, Katherine Narbey. However the need for a diverse range of

funding sources remains and the search for a suitable business partner, private or corporate,
is ongoing. We are also mindful of the recommendations of He Ara Oranga, the report of
the Government Inquiry into Mental Health and Addiction, and the subsequent Wellbeing
Budget. In the context of this wider acknowledgement of the need for improved access and
choice for those seeking mental and emotional wellbeing, we, as committee members, continue to pay attention to possible funding opportunities that may arise from this.      
Finally, I would like to acknowledge the artists, Ellyn Rose and her staff, for the way they
have navigated the changes that have arisen over the course of this year and the way that
safety and caring for each other been important aspects of the resilience that has continued to develop. Likewise, as ever, many thanks to our many and varied funders, supporters,
and customers, as well as all the committee members who have been, and continue to be,
involved with this valuable enterprise.
Ray McEnhill

TREASURER'S REPORT
For the 2018/19 financial year Pablos made a profit of $13K (LY loss $10K) most of this
increase in profit was due to the increase in funding from MSD ($19K) who increased  
funding due to the agreement to pay high wages to support workers. Pablos already was
paying above the support worker wage minimum.
Pablos had another successful auction raising $52K in revenue this still forms an important
part of the funding model for Pablos.
Pablos cash has increased to $142K from $115K last year. With a healthy surplus and
additional cash Pablos is continuing to be sustainable. Pablos has also secured funding with
MSD for three years so should continue in good health.
I would also like to thank Simon for the amazing job he does to keep the finances tidy and
accurate during the year.
This is my last report as Treasurer as I will hand over the position and step down to being
a committee member. I thank all the people that have worked in admin and the Pablos
directors it has been a pleasure being the Treasurer over the last 10-15 years.
Lastly to all the people that make donations, sponsor, volunteer and be on the committee
thank you without your contribution in time or money Pablos wouldn’t be able to provide
the amazing service we do for clients.
The best thing about mental health is Pablos.

DIRECTOR'S REPORT
Kia ora e te whānau,
I am honoured to have joined the Pablos team in February this year. Needless to say 2019
has definitely been a year of change for Pablos, in staffing, focus, culture and physical location. I am extremely proud of how adaptable, accepting and resilient our artists and staff
are. It truly is the artists and staff who have made these changes not only seamless but thoroughly positive and meaningful.
Unfortunately in 2019 we said goodbye to four of our tutors Chris, Morag, Jason and Ben.
The staff and artists are extremely grateful for the wisdom these four amazing tutors shared
as they influenced and inspired so many artists in our community. We were also privileged
to welcome on board four new tutors with extremely diverse skillsets Jo, Mica, Irena and
Matt. Pablos also took on an art therapy student in February, Negin, who I have been working closely with in adapting the Pablos program to be more accessible to a wider range of
mental health needs. Negin started her time at Pablos as a volunteer student and now wears
multiple hats as both casual relief tutor and social media mogul. We have also introduced
Katherine to our team, in a new role taking on the daunting task of fundraising coordinator.
Mel has continued to run ROAR! gallery with passionate dedication and Chloe will be supporting Mel as gallery assistant in the new premises.
There has been an increase in volunteers to better support the studio on weekdays and the
gallery on Fridays and Saturdays. We’ve had many volunteers assisting throughout the year
including; B, Magdalena, Sydney, Brian and Becky across many roles including workshop assistant, gallery assistant and social media assistant. Our current volunteers comprise of Lara,
Sue, Suzy, Soren, Brooke and Alex. Our volunteers not only assist in our studio they improve
the quality of our studio, we would not be able to run without their generosity and unique
skillsets.
Pablos has also seen changes within the management committee with three members stepping down from their positions; Tracey, Deb and Lynda. We are extremely grateful for the
time all three members invested into Pablos and hope to connect with them all again in the
future. Pablos welcomed four new committee members in August: Gareth, Brett, Brendan
and Rachel. They have already proven to be incredibly generous, compassionate, driven and
knowledgeable. It will be exciting to see how they continue to shape and support the Pablos
community in 2020.
I am particularly passionate about our artists voice and implementing a “bottom-up” approach as much as possible within the community sector. So, in March I invited Pablos artists
to provide feedback on their priorities for strategic planning 2019. The main points identified
were: networking, accessibility, cultural inclusivity and capacity. These points were taken
into the staff strategic planning and then committee strategic planning. As such my focus this
year has predominantly been around supporting networking, accessibility, cultural inclusivity
and capacity.
Pablos has seen an increase in community collaboration in 2019, including 2 large scale
events: Get a Hat Get a Head for Mental Health Awareness Week as well as All Access for

Disability Pride. GAHGAH involved a collaboration between MIX, Arts on High, Vinnies
ReSew, Flux Gallery and the Shed Project that resulted in a month-long exhibition at the
Wellington Museum including over 20 creative events, half run by artists. All Access will
be opening on Tuesday 3rd December at Thistle Hall and serves to be an all inclusive
exhibition with innovative structures including low hung artwork for wheelchairs, touch
pieces and audio descriptions for all artworks. Community networking has extended beyond
exhibitions and workshops, to multisite staff training and shared tutor pool, as well as shared
resources and systems advice. This form of transparent communication and multidisciplinary
collaboration not only strengthens Pablos as a studio, it strengthens the community as a
whole.
Pablos continues to increase its accessibility and cultural inclusivity every day. We have
been working with the Blind foundation and the wonderful Judith Jones at Te Papa to
develop a vision friendly art workshop as well as a model for audio descriptions that could
be implemented nationwide in not-for-profit creative spaces. We are hoping to publish
data around our trial program in 2020. Pablos is also making a conscious effort to include te
reo into the gallery and studio with multilingual exhibition descriptions, application forms,
posters, labels and sections of our new website. Pablos has a greater aim to evolve the
understanding of tikunga within our studio, with the hope of establishing a unique mihi mihi
and karakia designed by and for Pablos in 2020.
Staff have been involved with multiple cultural inclusivity training seminars throughout
2019, to help improve awareness to cultural differences and better support the diversity
of our artists. With an upcoming studio move it proved important to ensure wheelchair
access and disability friendly toilets as well as non-binary designations on forms and nongendered toilets. Part of our cultural inclusivity is removing the term “mental ill health” from
Pablos mission statement. In 2019 we have a focus on supporting and maintaining mental
wellbeing. This is not only a more inclusive term it also helps to breakdown the stigma of
mental health. We all have a mental wellbeing, physical wellbeing, spiritual wellbeing and
social wellbeing that we need to nurture.
Due to an increase in rent, Pablos was in search of a new location to run day-to-day services.
Which has also required an increase in budget and funding requirements to facilitate the
move. This circumstance has provided the opportunity for staff and artists to articulate
what elements are important to have in a studio space. The shortlist included: earthquake
safe with an official engineers’ report (67% or higher), preference of rental below $70,000,
open space with several break out rooms, accessible space (e.g. wheelchair access, unisex
toilets), fully functional kitchen, public access (location/foot traffic for gallery), parking and
close to accessible transport. This process has enabled Pablos to recognise deficits in the
current space. Pablos is also hoping that with a change of location there can be an increase
in accessibility for our artists as well as exposure for the general public. Our studio is moving
to 118 Tory St, Te Aro and will be open to our artists from Monday 6th January. However, the
Gallery is currently moving to 26 Left Bank, Te Aro and will be opening with its first exhibition
on Thursday 28th November.
Even with these (at times challenging) changes, Pablos managed to provide studio and
workshop opportunities for our artists for over 46 weeks of the year. Closures included
public holidays, 3 weeks over Christmas, Auction preparation, as well as staff development and

cleaning days (30 closed days in total).
With so many changes in the air it seemed like a suitable time to refresh the branding for
Pablos. Taken from a collaborative artwork made by our artists within an art therapy group,
the new branding for Pablos is created by and for our artists. Accompanied by a new website
platform (courtesy of Pixel Boom), our online presence is more accessible and inclusive than
ever before. We are hoping the ease of the new site provides an ease for members of the
community to engage with Pablos services in the future.
Due to the nature of the not-for-profit sector as well as the demand for support within the
growing mental health population in Wellington, the stability of ongoing funds to run Pablos
is always a concern, particularly over the last year with staffing changes and a residential
move. Pablos is extremely thankful for all of our funding support. The Ministry of Social
Development continues to provide assistance with operational costs and MSD Mainstream
provides support for our Gallery Coordinator role; CCDHB, Pathways and ACC keep our outreach programs alive; the Betty Campbell trust continues to provide rental assistance; the
Wellington City Council, Lotteries and Wellington Community Trust have provided funds for
salaries and vital training for staff; the Rehabilitation Welfare Trust have provided financial
support for art materials; WCC Creative Communities have provided a unique opportunity
for external artists to run workshops to increase the skills/abilities of Pablos artists and
Frozen Funds have provided an amazing opportunity for Pablos artists to feel empowered
by running workshops for their peers. These grants combined with the generosity of donations from the Wellington Community as well as the incredible gift that is the Pablos Annual
Art Auction, have enabled Pablos to thrive for another year. We are continuing to explore
alternative options to funding including private and corporate sponsors, however we are still
awaiting a successful partnership.
At the end of the day, artmaking is the primary mode of participation for our artists. It is
through artmaking that artists gain opportunities for socialisation, increasing wellbeing and
building their skillset. Artists have opportunities to participant in solo making, 1:1 tuition,
community art workshops, outings, outreach, art therapy groups, individual art therapy
sessions, discussion groups, meetings, as well as run workshops, exhibit internally, exhibit
externally and collaborate in community run workshops. It is the artists choice which of
these programmes to participate in, any form of engagement is encouraged. Beyond artmaking, artists are encouraged to teach their skills to others, volunteer at the studio, gallery or
with community events, and in some cases apply for positions within Pablos Art Studio. I
have been amazed at the sheer talent, strength of story-telling, and genuine drive to nurture
oneself as well as their community that our artists display on a day-to-day basis.
We say goodbye to another year of inspirational artmaking, heart-warming community spirit
and incomprehensible resilience and determination. It has been an absolute privilege to
serve as the Director for 2019, I look forward to working with our talented artists, motivational staff, generous volunteers, knowledgeable committee and resoundingly supportive
community in 2020.
Ngā mihi nui,
Ellyn Rose
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PABLOS ART STUDIO TESTIMONIALS:
“I have the opportunity to be involved in a constructive group activity with my peers from all
different backgrounds”
“It works!”
“Pablos art therapy groups allow thoughtful expression of self-recognition of feelings and
close connections to art.”
“I love the social connection and creativity.”
“I enjoy just being able to attend and explore stuff.”
“I value being able to share in a group experience.”
“I really enjoy sharing and hearing from others as well as the opportunity to join in and participate.”
“Pablos art therapy provides unique opportunity to share stories in a way that is guided but
not restrictive. Having a general theme to explore and to listen to others perspectives on the
theme builds cohesion and strength between people in the group.”
“I have found the tutors outstanding, welcoming and well boundaries – such a depth of
knowledge pertaining art technique.”
“I enjoy being shown new techniques to appreciate a different form of art.”
“I value being involved with my peers in our safe constructive community.”
“It’s an amazing privilege to be able to come here and have tutors and art supplies supplied
for us. It’s given me a sense of purpose and a reason to get out of the house.”
“There is a great mix between socialisation and art.”
“I have been attending the Art is Healing group and have enjoyed reflecting on my process of
wellbeing.”
“It’s calming, allows for freedom of thought and feelings of achievement.”
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PABLOS ART STUDIOS inc
In 2019 Pablos has adapted its program to provide additional avenues for artistic
engagement. Pablos continues to provide general art making facilities for independent
work, art workshops for increasing technical skills/knowledge, outings to provide education/
exposure to the arts community, and outreach for artists who cannot attend the Wellington
based studio. Additional programs in 2019 include art therapy groups with a focus on
increasing mental, physical, spiritual and social wellbeing, as well as individual art therapy
sessions for more intensive/supportive creative intervention.

INDEPENDENT ART MAKING:
Pablos Studio provides general art making facilities for independent work from 10am to
5pm Monday through Friday. Our facilities include large open workshop area, individual
desk spaces as well as an industrial workshop area for woodworking. Pablos provides a wide
range of art materials for our artists to use on a daily basis including: hand-made canvas
(cut to size), variety of paints (watercolour, acrylic, oil, house paint, gauche, marble paint,
material paint etc), pens/markers, pencils/graphite, pastels (chalk, oil, oil sticks, charcoal),
beading accessories, textiles, wool/string, embroidery accessories, clay, plasticine, plaster,
plastic, natural materials, inks, variety of artist grade papers, cardboard/board, wood, metal/
wire, variety of brushes/pallet knives, inks, natural materials, papier mache, lino printing,
screen printing, mono printing, graphic design, photography and collage. New materials are
purchased based on the interests of the artists.

ART WORKSHOPS:
At Pablos, we run workshops every week, on most days of the week. These community
art groups are aimed at increasing technical skills/knowledge, to provide our artists with
more options/choices for their art making practice as well as provide an outlet for social
engagement. Our extremely knowledgeable tutoring staff have provided a wide range
of learning opportunities for our artists over the last year. Themed workshops included:
dioramas, pinhole cameras, mixed media, landscapes, card making, print making, mask
making, screen-printing, scribble drawing, cross cultural art, Matariki Kites, gelli-print
making with leaves, mystery making with watercolours, trace mono-printing, pods and
seeds, linear drawing, op art doodles, mixing colour, representations of cats, twists and
turns, bad hair art, layering acrylics, painting with string, texture and tone drawing, metal
tooling, oil crayon on yupo, Zine Making, felting, slime making, figurative tape casting,  
express yourself to music, funky figures and paper assemblage with interference paints.
Workshops are planned based on the request of artists at the monthly Studio Meeting.

OUTINGS
Most Mondays and Friday’s have resulted in afternoon
outings. Monday outings are targeted at increasing
knowledge of external arts, community arts and arts
facilities available for our artists to explore. Over the
last year these outings have included: City Gallery, Te
Papa, Dowse Gallery (Lower Hutt), Expressions (Upper
Hutt), Parkin Drawing Prize (Academy of Fine Arts),
Massey Graduation Exhibition, Pataka, NZ Portrait
Gallery and Wellington Public Library. Friday outings
are specific to land art (going into the landscape
and responding), in which artists from the studio go
out into the environment and create environment
inspired artwork. This experience not only helps
our artists increase their skills and subject matter, it
enables our artists to increase opportunities to liaise
with members of the public, sharing their story and
taking pride in their art making abilities. Landscape
destinations explored this year included: Otari Wilton
Bush, Mana, Island Bay, Central City, South Coast, Te
Papa, Ataturk Memorial, Titahi Bay, and Breaker Bay.

OUTREACH
The outreach program is designed in collaboration
with external services to provide opportunities for
artmaking to people who would otherwise not have
access to arts tuition. On Wednesday an outreach
program has been established in conjunction with
ACC to provide 1:1 art tuition support for an artist
in Naenae. This program is tailored to the artists
interests and needs, he requires both physical
and emotional support for motivation and his
current interests are specifically learning about
new materials that he can incorporate into a graffiti
style of art making. The Thursday program is in
conjunction with the CCDHB and takes place at the
Kenepuru mental health facility in Porirua. The group
ranges in capacity from about 8 participants to 20
on any given week. The group are offered a new
skill/technique to learn or the chance to continue
working on their own project with extra art materials
provided. The Friday program is in collaboration with
Pathways and is based in Lower Hutt. This program
has a similar structure to the CCDHB program, where
the Pablos tutor provides a workshop activity each
week, however artists are provided with the choice
to work on their own project with the supplied
materials. Attendance for Pathways is typically
variant between 4 and 15 participants. We also ran
a pilot outreach program for September/October
at the secure ward at Kenepuru, which received
an extremely positive response from participants
however at this stage that program will not be
continuing.

BENEFITS:
All five of these programs (art making, workshops, outings, outreach, art therapy) provide
positive outcomes and opportunities for our artists. Documented outcomes include:
opportunities for self-expression/externalisation of feelings, improved mood, increased
well-being, identity building/self-affirmation, escape/diversion, regaining sense of control,
hope, establishing creative coping mechanisms, increased motivation, education, social
connection, community involvement, sense-of-safety, opportunities for decision-making,
acceptance and increased self-esteem through the process of skill building/mastery. Beyond
this, our artists often become inspired from these opportunities to create artwork-for/plan
an exhibition or even run their own workshops sharing their learnt skills with other artists.
Both of these options provide a sense of empowerment, pride and value for our artists.

ART THERAPY:
In 2019 we have been piloting the addition of individual and group art therapy services
in our studio. An art therapy student, Negin has been running both programs within her
capacity as an art therapy masters student at Whitecliffe. The programs have been a
significant success, adding a deeper level of wellbeing benefits, safety and psychosocial
support to the studio space. In 2020 we are hoping to find funding that can better support
this role as a paid position to enable the art therapy program to grow and continue to
nurture the diverse needs of our artists.

STUDIO MEETING:
Pablos holds a Studio Meeting on the last Monday of every month. This meeting is
for artists to come together and discuss their workshop/material desires as well as
their concerns in an open and safe forum. Each month a committee member attends
this meeting to maintain transparency and communication between all levels of the
organisation. Pablos works within a “bottom-up” approach ensuring decisions within
the organisation come-from/start-with a conversation with the artists, before further
discussions are had with staff and then later with the committee. This process helps to
ensure that the artists voice is heard and supports artists in actively making decisions/
choices about the service they are attending, that Pablos remains responsive to the
community needs and provides a service appropriate to the client base, and that important
transactions remain transparent.

AUCTION:
It was another successful year for Pablos annual Auction. The Auction was held on the 7th of
November at the New Zealand Portrait Gallery. Pablos had a total of 122 artworks donated
for the night, with 38 from internal Pablos artists and 84 from external artists. With the hard
work of staff, volunteers and our artists Pablos managed to raise over $50,000 from the
night. Highlights from the night (as reported by the artists) included: meeting a diverse range
of people, ability to help-out/contribute on the night, the food, the music, venue, catalogue,
being an active part of the night, and interacting with the public by handing out flyers
around town. Two of the main highlights identified by staff was how inspirational the Pablos
artists were when talking about their artwork, as well as how touching it was to see the
overwhelming volunteer support we received from artists, staff, committee and the wider
community. We received food donations from Scotts College and Arobake, alcohol donations
from Tupari Wine Ltd, Twin Island Wines, Nautilus Estate, Garage project and Tuatara
Brewing. We received chairs from WREDA, music from Shed Project, artwork removal
services from BNZ, framing services from JW Framers and Sam Broad Framers, and printing
services from Artisan Screenprints. In addition we received generous raffle donations from
No.1 Family Estate, Herman’s Candles, and Opportunity Arts.

ROAR GALLERY
This year we had Mel Upjohn come on board to be the Gallery and Volunteer Co-ordinator.
We feel that this has increased sales having somone to manage the Gallery everyday.
In July we had the Gordon Harris show which is always a great success! We always love to
support the team at Gordon Harris.
It has has been a busy year in the gallery as we had the Reece by Reece show in September
which was an almost sell out show! Reece was very happy with how his show went.
October we had an external artist hire the gallery - Maggie Jones! Maggie hadn’t painted for
a few years but she plucked up the courage to have a solo show and it was a great success.
Maggie has booked the gallery in 2020 for another show.
We are getting ready for the big move to Left Bank Arcade where were will have the Roar
Mince Pies show.
We are all a bit sad to be seperating but I think the new Gallery space will bring more people
into the Gallery and learn more about who we are and what we do. Also I feel the sales will
be better in the new location.

EXHIBITIONS:

Month
January 2019

Exhibition
Mince Pies

February 2019
March 2019
April 2019
May 2019
June 2019
July 2019
August 2019
September 2019

Fresh & Fruity
Face to Face: Kanohi ki te Kanohi
Temple by (Pablos artist Johanna G-M) Funky Figures
Stock Show
Matariki
Gordon Harris Staff Show (external artists
After Hours (Pablos staff show)
Reece by Reece (Pablos artist Reece Tong) Get a  Hat Get A
head(collaboration for mental health awareness week)
Maggie Jones (external artist)
Zine Show
Mince Pies

October 2019
November 2019
December 2019

COLLABORATIONS:
In 2019 we have been engaged with many external collaborations. The year began with an
inclusive badge making workshop at the Neighbours Fun Day in March at the Tory St Soup
Kitchen and continued with major collaborations for Disability Pride and Mental Health
Awareness Week. MHAW saw a collaboration across 4 different creative spaces: Arts on
High, Vinnies Resew, MIX and Pablos for a project called Get a Hat Get a Head. GAHGAH
was inspired by the successful community collaboration “Pimp my Jacket” that was created
by MIX, appearing in the 2018 Hutt Midwinter Festival. The title of the project is a play on
words, taken from an advertising slogan in the 40s “get ahead, get a hat” that implied in
order to advance your life you needed a hat to help you on your way. This collaboration is
shifted the focus to mental health, implying in order to “get ahead” you need to maintain
mental wellbeing, you need to “get a head”. This initiative is aimed to benefit people with
an experience of mental health, their families and the greater Wellington community.
Workshops were held at all 4 creative spaces with the main exhibition held at Flux, in
Wellington Museum from 9th September to 11th October with over 20 different interactive
workshops/events.
All Access is an upcoming collaborative exhibition in the spirit of Disability Pride, uniting
people with different abilities and skills to celebrate their artistic identity, destigmatise
disability and educate/engage the wider Wellington Community. This exhibition will provide
a platform for the public to connect with artists work and creativity before asserting
the label of disability. Access for all. The primary kaupapa for this project is equity of
opportunities for valid expression for people who experience barriers/exclusion from
mainstream exhibitions. This project will provide opportunities for diverse art making and
in anticipating barriers/exclusion of typical gallery space we aim to restructure the process/
execution of an accessible art project, exhibition, workshop and seminar experience. This
innovative structure aims to include: low hanging artwork for wheelchairs, tactile/touchable
art (including vinyl overlays) and audio description (made by artists with uninterpreted view)
for vision impairment, as well as artist led workshops and seminars (for empowerment). The
exhibition will be opening at Thistle Hall on Tuesday 3rd December with main collaborating
bodies including Community Connections Neighbourhood Networks, Aranui and Pablos.
Behind the scenes Pablos has been collaborating extensively with Judith Jones from TePapa
to establish an inclusive, affordable and accessible audio description model that could be
adapted/implemented nationwide in community arts spaces.
Inhouse, Pablos has collaborated with Mary Fischer from the Blind Foundation to
establish an Art with Vision group, accessible art making for people of all levels of vision.
Beyond exhibition and arts opportunities for our artists, Pablos has also been opening up
opportunities for collaborations amongst staff from different creative spaces, including
shared casual tutor pools as well as shared training days. Pablos is currently in discussion
with Arts Access regarding potential tutor swap programs nationwide. Pablos sees these
collaborations as integral to the future development of community arts and has already
started preparing for potential collaborations in 2020.

STRATEGIC PLANNING
In March 2019 the artists decided that Pablos Strategic Planning should focus on: increasing
workshop/exhibition opportunity, exposure, creative plans, new chairs, increase number
of participants, be more inclusive, be more accessible, open days to increase community
engagement, continue to evolve open communication/transparency with management,
provide more opportunities for cultural diversity in art making. These priorities were
structured into the staff Strategic Planning day on Monday 18th of March. The priorities that
were then taken to the committee were:
•
review what is operation and what is governance
•
review/update policies & procedures
•
use 4 focus areas as direction: networking, accessibility, cultural inclusivity, capacity

BONUS OPPORTUNITIES FOR 2020:
We have two significants grants that will help increase creative opportunities in 2020, Frozen
Funds and WCC Creative Communities. Frozen Funds have provided the funding for Artist
Run Workshops: opportunities for Tangata Mātau ā-wheako led arts programs. This grant
will provide financial assistance to make these opportunities available- primarily payment
for artists, tutor assistance and materials. The main aim of this program is to empower
tangata mātau ā-wheako, evolving their identity as an artist and breaking down constraints/
barriers associated with their mental health. Outcomes from running arts-based workshops
include: increased self-esteem/confidence, pride/sense-of-accomplishment, skill building
through mastering techniques, problem-solving, developing creative coping mechanisms,
self-expression/externalisation of feelings, affirming identity, strengthening community
connections, socialisation, capacity building, increased time-management skills, as well
as increased knowledge/learning around the design and implementation of workshop
management. These outcomes align with the Te Whare Tapa Whā model of care, enabling
opportunities for taha tinana (physical), taha hinengaro (mental), taha wairua (spiritual) and
taha whānau (family/social) growth. These outcomes will positively affect our artists in both
a personal and professional way, inside Pablos Art Studios as well as in the home and in the
wider community.
WCC Creative Communities have provided funding for skilled professional artists in the
community to run workshops at Pablos to diversify the skills of Tangata Mātau ā-wheako  
By running a series of workshops run by external artists we can enrich the opportunities
available at Pablos. Providing Tangata Mātau ā-wheako with a greater range of skills/
techniques to apply to their own art practice. Pablos is hoping for applications with culturally
diverse art making techniques, to educate and support our diverse range of artists. Not only
will this project broaden skills/capacity it will also continue to strengthen the connections
between Pablos artists and the greater community.

REMEMBERING THOSE WHO HAVE PASSED AWAY
This year longtime Pablos artists
Michael Cox (left) and Jon
Schrader (below) passed away.

Michael worked for many years
a Graphic Designer. His art
practise employed the dry brush
technique painting realistic
scenes from nature.

Jon wrote poetry and self
published several books. He
used felts and markers to create
whimsical, delicate stylised
designs.

A SPECIAL THANK YOU

And finally a big thank you to all the wonderful people and organisations who have helped
us over the past 12 months . .

Eric and Miriam Heycoop at the fabulous Emporio Coffee for keeping the Pablos engine and
soul nicely fuelled!
Gordon Harris for fantastic discounts and assistance.
Arts Access Aotearoa for the ongoing support and giving the creative spaces network a voice.
The incredible community organisations that made a range of opportunities possible:  MIX
with special thanks to Fiona Fiona McCourt, Arts on High, Vinnies ReSew, Shed Project,
Community Connections, Judith Jones from TePapa, Mary Fischer from the Blind Foundation,
Tory St Soup Kitchen, Wellington Museum with special thanks to Rachel Ingram and team
of interns, NZ Portrait Gallery, Aranui, Vincents, and Thistle Hall, A Special Thanks to our
inspirational speeches at the Art in Health panel as well as  Chris Ulutupo (Arts Access) John
Paul Young (Music Therapist) Eryn Gribble (Opportunity Arts) Fiona McCourt (MIX) Pablos
Artists: Soren, Trisha, Andrea, Randy, Rosemarie, Paul .
Stuart Gray the ever helpful electrician, no job too big or small.
Ed Goode for IT support and Pixel Boom.
Kaibosh for their generous food donations.
Thomas Bryan from Access Radio, for providing ongoing promotional support.
Regional News and Dominion post for their inspiration articles.
All the wonderful volunteers during the year.
Open Polytechnic for donated chairs, tables and draws for our new premises.
Tom Hickey for his building expertise.
***
And the many, many organisations that supported our auction this year: Scotts College,
Arobake, Tupari Wine Ltd, Twin Island Wines, Nautilus Estate, Garage project, Tuatara
Brewing, WREDA, EFTPOS, Shed Project, Artisan Screenprints, No.1 Family Estate, Herman’s
Candles, Opportunity Arts, as well as an incredible cake from Barbara and Mary O’Neill.
Philip Reeve from Ray White Real Estate Johnsonville served as a brilliant auctioneer on the
night, putting in all his effort to keep spirits high, unfortunately due to Philip being unwell
he could not finish the auctioneering on the night, however a massive thank you to Karin
Isherwood for diving into the role in such a charismatic and uplifting fashion.
Our Volunteers enabled the auction night to run as smooth as possible, with huge thanks
to BNZ, Pablos artists, staff, volunteers, committee members and family members who
supported on the night.
The New Zealand Portrait Gallery for providing us with such a first class auction venue.
Sam Broad Framers, JW Framers, for their professional framing for our auction art.
***
And finally to our funders, without them our work would not be possible …
CCDHB, Pathways and ACC keep our outreach programs alive…
Ministry of Social Development, T G Macarthy Trust, New Zealand Lottery Grants Board,
CCDHB, Wellington Community Trust, NZ Post, Wellington City Council, Betty Campbell
Trust, Rehabilitation Welfare Trust and Frozen funds for funding everything from pastels to

YOU KEEP US RUNNING.

